**JOB TITLE:** SOCI3 - Research Assistant  
Social Movements, Transcription, Archival Research

**DEPARTMENT NAME:** Sociology

**CONTACT NAME:** Peyman Vahabzadeh

**JOB DESCRIPTION:**

This research assistant position will focus on the supervisor’s in-depth archives and library research on the various aspects of social movements and social inequality, as well as the political responses to the rise and demands of social movements. This year’s project especially involves several translations. **Any of the following languages is essential to this position: Persian, Russian, or Armenian.** The supervisor will provide the information required for the completion of tasks and the RA will work under supervision. Duties include library and archives research, translations of materials from Supervisor’s archives, extracting material from sociological databases, writing reports and book profiles, as well summaries and annotated bibliographies are also part of the position.

**QUALIFICATIONS:**

Knowledge of how to use our library services, search various book indices and journal article databases is essential. The applicants must be able to locate the material/books/articles in libraries across Canada. **Knowledge of either Persian, Russian, or Armenian is required.** Promptness and timely completion is ke

**JOB LOCATION ON-CAMPUS:** Sociology Department, Cornett Building

**WORK STUDY WAGE:** $14.50/hour (includes 4% vacation pay)

**DEPARTMENT TOP UP:** $0.0

**HOURS AVAILABLE:** 100 hours

**HOW TO APPLY:** Contact Dr. Vahabzadeh via e-mail peymanv@uvic.ca

Applicants must be eligible for Work Study Program  
For details go to: http://www.uvic.ca/registrar/safa/work-study/index.php